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Online social media has changed the way many people, businesses and even 
governments interact with each other. Because of Twitter’s popularity and its ability to
broadcast small pieces of information to a large number of people, it is an effective 
form of mass communication. However, ease in communication that allows the public
to freely communicate anything they wish can be used for both benefit and harm in a 
number of ways.

For example, in 2011 panic ensued as parents in Veracruz, Mexico rushed to pick up 
their children from school amongst reports of gang-related kidnapping and shootings 
[1]. During this time, it was reported that panic led to an increased number of car 
accidents and denial of service on emergency response numbers [2]. The panic, 
however, was based on (plausible) claims from two people who posted about the false
gang-related activity on Twitter, which later went ‘viral’.

In 2012 a teen gained worldwide notoriety by asking her followers on Twitter to call 
the police, claiming someone broke into her home [3]. Her case was later determined 
to be a runaway attempt, but was not discovered before reaching the number 2 most 
popular worldwide topic on Twitter for that time-period [4].

And in the 2008 terrorist attacks in Mumbai, India, claims emerged that the terrorists 
were monitoring social media outlets to extract operational intelligence to avoid 
police and potentially locate more victims [5][6].

These, and other similar cases, are not necessarily new. Abuse of emergency response 
numbers for non-emergencies are relatively common [7][8], and are even sometimes 
used as a way to attempt to distract police [9][10]. But just like emergency response 
numbers, social media can also be used to help in many situations.

For example, many law enforcement agencies, and even some communities 
themselves, have been creating and advocating the use of social networks to create a 
‘virtual neighborhood watch’ that can consist of crime alerts from law enforcement 
and the public alike [11][12][13].

Even though social media was potentially used by the 2008 Mumbai terrorists, it was 
also used during the attacks by the public to report the news before traditional media 
outlets, warn of dangerous locations, communicate to loved ones, and even help 
organize support services such as blood donation [14][15]. This type of public 
emergency coordination was again demonstrated during the 2011 Mumbai bombings, 
where social media was used to track the bombings as well as organize support 
services for victims [16].
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The negative aspects of online social media have prompted some countries to consider
shutting down communication infrastructure services when they can be used against 
the public or state [17][18], with one extreme example being the 2011 Egyptian 
Internet outage during riots against the government in an attempt by the government 
to suppress information and disrupt public coordination [19]. However, some experts 
believe that the benefits of social media far outweigh any potential abuse. For 
example, Schneier [20] claims that “[t]errorist attacks are very rare, and it is almost 
always a bad trade-off to deny society the benefits of a communications technology 
just because the bad guys might use it too”.

How social media will continue to shape the public, governments and even crime 
remains to be seen. However, from a law enforcement perspective, the ability to 
communicate with and inform a large number of citizens at a time can be invaluable 
during a crisis. Further, intelligence about crime and criminals can often be gained via
online social media sites such as Twitter. Again, gained intelligence can be used for 
positive or negative purposes depending on the perspective, but nevertheless, many 
users and criminals are constantly producing a stream of publically accessible data 
that may help investigations.

While the content of postings should normally be considered hearsay and treated with 
caution, analysis of the produced meta-data may provide some potentially relevant 
information for investigations. Several related online social networking security 
awareness campaigns have been created to raise awareness for the amount of personal
information people are – normally unwittingly – posting.

One such site, “ICanStalkU.com” (I can stalk you), pulled Geo-Tagging information 
from the meta-data of pictures posted on TwitPic.com. This Geo-Tagging information 
was then used to plot the user’s current location in real-time, and could potentially be 
used to track the current location and movements of a suspect, or help to place them at
or near a location at the time of an incident. A more advanced, stand-alone program 
called “Creepy” [21] also uses the same Geo-Tagging information from many more 
social media outlets.

Another similar site that claims to raise awareness about over-sharing, is 
“PleaseRobMe.com”, which uses Twitter, Foursuare or Gowalla check-ins with 
associated times to attempt to report if the user is home or not. Similar 
location-tagging features now exist on many social media sites, and could potentially 
be used to gain intelligence about a particular user.

While location information may be relevant, perhaps an investigator needs to plan 
when an operation should take place. For this, the site “SleepingTime.org” may 
provide an analyst with the best time to find the user at home or away. 
SleepingTime.org uses a user’s Twitter account activity and time zone to estimate 
when the user is most likely to be asleep based on the time they normally do not have 
any twitter activity.



And finally, online social media is about social networks. Paterva’s Maltego [22] is a 
more advanced web mining application that can work with social network data, 
among others, to generate communication networks and conduct entity link analysis.

These are just some of the tools and potential intelligence that can be extracted from 
public sources for many users. Even without specific tools, publically available 
information about a particular user can oftentimes be mined with very little skill or 
time investment.

Because of social networking sites such as Twitter, a large amount of potentially 
valuable information can be provided to – and found about – the public, businesses, 
Law Enforcement, governments, and even criminals. Communication technologies 
can benefit the world; however, the same communication channels could also be 
abused. With the large amount of data being generated at present, and ability to easily 
communicate with a large population in near real-time, Law Enforcement should 
embrace social media outlets to more effectively share information, and also to 
receive intelligence that can help in the protection and prevention of crime.
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